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18 responses

Summary See complete responses

TECHNICAL COMPETENCY

How would you rate Will's TECHNICAL COMPETENCY as your TA?

Incompetent Infallible

1 - Incompetent 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 0 0%

5 3 17%

6 9 50%

7 - Infallible 6 33%

Please list any additional comments regarding Will's TECHNICAL COMPETENCY as your TA.
good in circuits Very widespread/extensive knowledge of both hardware and software. Not quite infallible :), but

highly competent and always had good replies to my questions. Knew stuff about other PICs. Seems like he forgot

some of the material, but once he remembered it, he was helpful. very technically competent, and even

better: willing to dive into a problem in search of a solution Good Job Which one is Will again? Will has a lot of

experience with electronics and programming. I have enjoyed hearing about the projects he did last year and outside of

class. There was rarely a problem that he ...

ORGANIZATIONAL/MANAGEMENT SKILLS

How would you rate Will's ORGANIZATIONAL/MANAGEMENT SKILLS as your TA?
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Laughable God-Like

1 - Laughable 1 6%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 0 0%

5 3 17%

6 12 67%

7 - God-Like 2 11%

Please list any additional comments regarding Will's ORGANIZATIONAL/MANAGEMENT SKILLS as your TA.
Office hours may be forgotten from time-to-time, but make no doubt about, Will is organized when it matters most.

Will is good at organizing and managing people. He gave good advice which helped people understand without

revealing too much to make it too easy. I think that is a characteristic of a good leader. Good job in 3rd

quarter. I never noticed anything wrong, but god like organizational skills would have been hard for me to identify

in this context ;) Would be nice if you showed up for *all* of your office hours Will has strong leadership

skills and does a great job coordinating a grou ...

PEOPLE SKILLS or PERSONAL/EMPATHIC QUALITIES

How would you rate Will's PEOPLE SKILLS or PERSONAL/EMPATHIC QUALITIES as your TA?

Hostile Very Approachable, Understanding

1 -Hostile 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 1 6%

4 1 6%

5 5 28%

6 4 22%

7 -Very Approachable, Understanding 7 39%

Please list any additional comments regarding Will's PEOPLE SKILLS or PERSONAL/EMPATHIC QUALITIES as
your TA?

Very approachable, so much in a way that even with little problems, it's kind of just funny to bother him. Will
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would often give us tough love versus empathy. A different tact, but equally effective. So, I wouldn't say he is as

empathetic, but definitely personable and approachable. this was definitely and area of strength for

Will. simply awesome I really wanted to put hostile just to mess with you. Will is a very outgoing person and

willing to talk to anyone. When he is unable to answer a question, he suggests resources for the student to find the

answer themselves. Sometimes a hard-ass when ...

OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Please identify one or more of Will's GREATEST STRENGTHS as your TA.
fun Will's ability to debug is invaluable. He will go great lengths to try to help you debug your stuff. Technically

knowledgeable and passionate about the material Helpful with debugging circuits. Will was always willing to

explore out of the box ideas with me, I really appreciated that. A lot of people, especially in that sort of position, have a

hard time considering off the beaten path answers. Never condescending, always patient--the biggest complaint

people have against TA's isn't that they don't know their stuff, it's that they act like you're silly or foolish for asking. You

actually ...

Please identify one or more of Will's GREATEST AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT as your TA.
Sometimes he helps debug too much, as in it might take up his whole office hours session. Perhaps being a bit

more willing right from the start to jump in and see what we are doing to identify what is going wrong instead of giving a

broad reply. Part of that I think is intentional so that we have to figure it out on our own, which is good, but in times of

high stress, it is good to know someone is there to look out for you. Honestly I can't think of any You're very

tall. Almost disconcertingly so. Friendliness Above was only true, however, when you showed up. Not being present

for posted offic ...

How would you rate Will's OVERAL PERFORMANCE as your TA?

WORST You've Ever HadBEST You've Ever Had

1 -WORST You've Ever Had 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 0 0%

5 3 17%

6 10 56%

7 -BEST You've Ever Had 5 28%
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Please summarize, in your own words, WHY you assigned the number above for OVERALL PERFORMANCE.
his help wasn't as useful as the other TA. Otherwise, very good. Will was very helpful. He also seemed like he had an

genuine interest in anything you did. I know for our group, when we had anything new and innovative that might want to

show off, we always said, "wait 'til Will sees this," because you can tell he likes to see these fresh ideas. He's just

great. Will was a great TA. When I needed help and he was there, he would help me get through problems. When I

need help and he wasn't there, often his previous advice would help me get through problems. By the 3rd quarter

project, the TAs wer ...

Please list any additional comments you'd like Will to see...
Best of luck Will. It was great getting to know you and working with this past year. Hopefully you start a kick-ass

Mechatronics consultancy and you can hire us next year! Good Job Good luck next

year!

THANK YOU!
Your time and honesty are sincerely appreciated. Thanks to Ryan as well for providing this awesome survey template!

Number of daily responses


